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st>kdn> m. a place, position, region, 57, 82; sg. abl. sthdna, 57,
•sf&ir, adj. fixed, firm, permanent, 73.
satun, conj. 2, to hope;  past f. sg. 1, with snff.  3rd pers.
sg. dat. sil&^sas, I hoped in it., 104    Cf. tat/i, 4.
sotiy^ see $u$ and satk*
t see sufi.
$, m. a tailor; sg, ag. *d**', 103,
see safam*
see ^/$ 4,
fl, adj. and pron. own; self. This Is a Sanskrit word, and
occurs only In "borrowed Sanskrit compounds. Owing8 to
the fact that toa following a consonant, and u In borrowed
words, are both, in Kashmiri, pronounced as 0, Lalla
frequently makes use of this to effect double meaning*
Thus: (28) swa-para-ve&dr, discrimination on the Self and
on the Supreme, or on the Supreme, who is the Self.
One of these two Is here certainly the correct translation;
but the words are also capable of being taken as so-para-
veM<r (i.e. $u-para-vicara\ discrimination on Him who is
excellently Supreme; (36) swa-darsAeua-myuf*, union with
the Self (i.e. God) (brought about by) visiting (holy places),
or so-darsKSm-wyul'1*', union brought about by the excellent
visiting (of holy places); (68) swa-man-lmg, the garden of
one's own heart, or,—taking soman as equivalent to the
Persian suman,—§oman~Mg means £ a jasmine-garden '; (98
= K. Pr. 18); swa-mana-spt,ku, the embankment of (the
illusions of) one's own mind, or suman-sgth^^ an embank-
ment with crazy bridges (see sum); (71, 79) swa-vVbar,
discrimination exercised as regards the Self, or so-ve&ar,
the good discrimination. Swa-rupk, m. own form, i.e. the
nature of anything, Identity with ; thus, (15) kka-swaruph,
He who Is Identical with, or consists of, absolute vacuity.,
the Impersonal Supreme Deity; (67) niza-awaruph, the
nature of what Is one's own, the nature of Self.
u, adj. plenteous, abounding (of a crop), 66.
aavik&s, m, that which has wide expansion, the total expanse
of creation, the visible creation, L
swoml, m. a lord, one who Is master or owner; sKen sworn, the
owner of the six (attributes of the Deity), 13, see sheh.
mwun, to cause to sleep, to put to sleep, to lay to sleep; conj.
part, sovitfi, K. Pr. 57.
swar, m. heaven; M&r, Ihuwah^ swar, the earth, the atmosphere,
and heaven,—I.e. the whole visible universe, 9,
$warg9 m. heaven; sg. dats 3warga$ 50)"*, a possessor of heaven^
62.
Aj see swa.

